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The paper develops a theoretical model of the risk premium in a bilateral 
exchange rate. Representative agents in both countries are assumed to 
hold open positions in foreign exchange together with risky assets 
denominated in their own currencies. Also, past surpluses in the current 
account of the balance of payments lead to net foreign asset positions 
which may (partially) be covered in the forward markets. Our two-period 
mean-variance model for optimizing investors is combined with standard 
assumption about the behavior of real exchange rates to give a reduced- 
form equation for the discrepancies between spot rates and lagged 
forward rates. The model is tested for the dollar-DM, dollar-sterling and 
dollar-yen exchange rates using monthly data for the period 1976-86. 
The null hypothesis of no risk premium is rejected for each of the 

currencies reported. 

Since the early 1980s one has been confonted in the field of empirical exchange rate 
research with a recurring conflict between theory and observation. In a recent 
study Meese and Rogoff (1985) compared the predictions of several economic 
models of exchange rate behavior and concluded that none of the models 
outperformed the lagged spot rate in predicting the current spot rate out of sample. 
However, it remains a major challenge to explain the persistent appreciation of the 
dollar since 1981 and the reversed movement of this currency since March 1985. 

The explanations that are given to explain the course of the dollar range from the 
non-clearing of financial markets, substantial short-term movements in the 
fundamentals, the existence of speculative bubbles, to the role of central market 
intervention by central banks. One variable which is often overlooked or dismissed 
when discussing the course of the exchange rate is the risk premium. This seems to 
be based on two major grounds. The first is the theoretical notion that 
conventional estimates of the degree of risk aversion imply that the risk premium is 
extremely small and hence is quantitatively negligible.1 

This argument is convincing if one accepts the maintained hypothesis that the 
conditional variance of excess asset returns is constant over time. Recent research 
by Giovannini and Jorion (1987) shows that the assumption of conditional 
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homoskedasticity of returns is invalid and consequently the exchange risk premium 
can be much larger. hioreover in a recent study Frankel and Froot (1985) provide 
suggestive evidence with survey data that the exchange risk premium has varied on 
average between approximately 2 and 10 per cent on an annual basis. The second 
line of argument why risk has often been dismissed in empirical studies is that it has 
turned out to be very difficult to develop an economic model of the risk premium in 
the foreign exchange market which is also empirically relevant and tractable. 

Statistical tests of the hypothesis that a risk premium exists in the foreign 
eschange market generally have taken the form of investigating the unbiasedness 
of the current forward rate as a predictor of the future spot rate.2 In many cases the 
logarithmic difference between the future spot rate appears to have a mean value 
which differs significantly from zero. Moreover this difference often has non-zero 
autocorrelations. If we assume that spot and forward markets in foreign eschange 
are efficient, it follows from these tests that non-zero risk premia must be present in 
the foreign eschange market. Such statistical tests are unable, however, to deliver 
positive insights about the sources of risk in international investment or statements 
which could be useful for international investors or political authorities. 

In this paper we develop a partial-equilibrium theoretical model for the risk 
premium in the foreign exchange market. Korking in the tradition of the finance 
literature, we have specified stochastic processes for the forcing variables that drive 
the two respective economies and have assumed that risk-averse investors can 
augment their domestic portfolios by engaging in open positions in the foreign 
exchange market. 

Besides voluntary exposure in the forward market, we also allow for esposure 
due to current account imbalances. Past surpluses in the current account of the 
balance of payments lead to net foreign asset positions which may be covered in the 
forward market, Using a simple mean-variance model we then derive a condition 

for the required risk premium in the foreign eschange market. The main 

determinants of the risk premium are the covariance between movements in the 
return on the domestic portfolio and changes in the eschange rate, the covariance 
between movements in the foreign market portfolio and changes in the eschange 
rate and the variance of changes in the eschange rate. 

The theoretical analysis is contained in Section I of the paper. In Section II we 

discuss a reduced-form equation for the difference between the log of the current 
spot rate and the log of the lagged forward rate, which combines the mean-variance 
model of Section I with the general notion that spot rates differ from lagged 
forward rates due to a combination of news and risk. Some additional structure is 
helpful here; we follow Lard (1983) and connect the current real eschange rate 
through its espected future rate of change to the long-term real exchange rate in 
equilibrium. 

Section III contains empirical results for the dollar-DM, dollar-pound and 
dollar-yen exchange rates for the period 1976686. The empirical findings suggest 
that at least some of the proxies for risk factors which follow from our theoretical 
model-the variance of unespected movements in US interest rates and the 
variance of unespected movements in US inflation-do contribute towards an 
esplanation of the discrepancies between the spot rate and the lagged forward rate. 
Thus the paper not only provides additional evidence against the hypothesis that 
the forward rate is an unbiased predictor of the future spot rate but also evidence 
for the reasons. Section IV contains a summary and concluding remarks. 
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I. The Risk Premium in a Bilateral Exchange Rate 

In this section we apply a basic two-period mean-variance model to a bilateral 
international setting. Representative investors in each of the two countries hold a 
portfolio of domestic assets and try to improve the risk-return characteristics ofthis 
portfolio through forward exchange operations. Foreign investments are limited to 
open positions in the one-month forward currency market. We assume that a 
representative investor in the United States has the opportunity to bet with a 
representdve investor in Germany about next period’s exchange rate through 
assuming uncovered positions in the foreign exchange market.3 The derivation 

takes the United States and Germany as the foreign and domestic countries, 
respectively. Identical models will be implemented empirically for the United 
Kingdom and Japan. 

;\ssume that a representative investor in the United States holds a portfolio 
which consists of short-term (riskless) and risky domestic assets. Additionally, the 
representative investor may engage in bets on the forward market for foreign 
exchange. The representative US investors may, for instance, borrow short in the 
Germany money market, convert the proceeds to dollars and invest the dollars 
short term in his home country. At the end of the one-month investment period the 
US investor repays the loan and realizes a pure foreign exchange gain or loss. The 
two trades in the foreign exchange market require a German investor who is 
interested in the opposite set of transactions. Together the representative investors 
in the two countries determine the quantity of risk and the price of pure foreign 
exchange risk in the foreign exchange market. We define P,+, as being the logarithm 
of the future spot rate, measured as marks per dollar, andf, the currently quoted 
forward rate. 

Equation (1) shows the optimization problem faced by the representative US 
investor who wishes to maximize his one-period total return. 

(1) 
47 ‘Y k 

i, ,+w_q,r-,,r(e,+, -j,)-,,I- 
L\ L .\ I I 

x{Bt.,gt.,,+X’var(e,+, -f,)-2BL-,,LYcov(qL:,, c,+,); . 1 
E[. .] represents a mathematical expectation, icy is the certain one-period nominal 
return, qr.r is the uncertain part of the return on the risky assets of the domestic 
portfolio, WC,r is aggregate nominal wealth of all US investors, B,,,/W,.,, indicates 
the fraction of total US wealth that carries an uncertain rate of return and ‘U/lVY, 
indicates the extent to which the representative US investor seeks exposure to 
foreign exchange risk. With ,Yequal to 0 the investor avoids foreign exchange risk, 
with Xequal to lVL.,< each US investor assumes foreign exchange rate risk to the full 
extent of his portfolio. The parameter k: indicates the degree of relative risk 
aversion, which we assume to be equal for the representative investors in both 
countries, var(e,,, -f,) represents the variance of unexpected discrepancies 
between the future spot rate and the current forward rate, and cov(q,.,, c,,,) 

represents the covariance between unexpected movements in the US domestic 
portfolio and the return on the open position in foreign currency. 

In equation 1 the investor maximizes the expected utility of nominal wealth since 
we assume that short-term uncertainty regarding the price level in the next period 
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may be neglected. 1 By contrast, most portfolio balance models of exchange rate 
determination assume uncertainty about next period’s price level but make the 
simplifying assumption that the only uncertain element in the nominal holding- 
period yields is the currency esp0sure.s 

Equation (2) formalizes the corresponding optimization problem for the 
representative German investor. We assume that all international capital flows are 
denominated in dollars and that Germany has accumulated through past surpluses 
in the current account a net foreign asset position which at time t amounts to 
CCAB dollars for each representative German investor. The additional voluntary 
esposure for the German investor amounts to 1’ marks so that his total dollar 
exposure is equal to the dollar value of Y + E,. CCAB marks, where E, denotes the 
level of the exchange rate. 

The optimization problem for the German investor combines the uncertain 
return on the domestic German portfolio with the uncertain return on an open 

position in dollars: 

(2) 
Y 

mas E 
41 E,. CCAB 

u r 1-I 
iD +F qD +~(e,+, -f,) +- 

0 D WD 
(et+1 -I;) -+ 

D 

x {Bf,qff +(Y+E,. CCAB)’ var(e,,, -f,> 

+2B,,(Y+E,. CCAB)cov(q,>, e,+,)j 1 9 

where W, represents total wealth in marks of the representative German investor and 
cov(q,, r,_,) represents the covariance between unexpected movements in the total 
return on the risky German assets and unexpected movements in the exchange rate. 

Equations <l) and (2), together with the equilibrium condition Y=E,.,Y, may 

be solved for the three unknowns X, Yand E(e,+, -f;), the espected value of the 
risk premium. The model derived here is a partial one, since domestic rates of 
return and their variancesovariance properties are assumed to be given. Also 
lacking is a feedback from changes in the exchange rate to domestic interest rates, 
other domestic rates of return and the inflation rate. On the other hand, the model 
avoids unattractive assumptions used in other models of exchange rate 

determination: there is no assumption of continuous purchasing power parity, 
investors in different countries may hold different portfolios, and the model posits 

an optimization problem not only for a US investor but also from a German 
perspective. 

The solution for the risk premium equals: 

2kCCAB 
E(P,+, -a = w* ------Me,+, -5) + 

2k[b,., cov(q, \‘r e,,,) +h CoV(q,,, Ct+,)l, 

where IV’* is world wealth denominated in dollars (WC, + W,,/E,), 6,., is defined as 

BcJ/(Wcc+ W,,/E,) and 6, as B,,/(W,-, . E, + W,). 
Some interesting special cases are: 

1. CGA B = 0, B,, = 0 and Bc, # 0. In this case the sign of the risk premium is equal 
to the sign of cov(qr,, r,,,). Thus, if factors which have a positive influence on 
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the unespected part, qCr, of the cx-port returns in the United States also cause an 

appreciation of the dollar during the same time period, then the risk premium is 

positive and Xand k-are also positive. In this case, the German investors enjoy 
the expectation of a positive return on their forward exchange bets; the 
Americans accept a negative expected return on their open position in marks, 
since their foreign exchange exposure improves the risk-return characteristics 
of their portfolio. 
CCAB=O and both covariances cov(qC.rr e,,,) and cov(qo, c,,,) equal to zero. In 
this special case the risk premium must be zero and open positions in foreign 
currency are unattractive at all nonnegative prices. Both X and Y are zero. 
CCAB=O, bL.(.=17,, and cov(qr.v, c,,,) equals -cov(q,,,e,+,). This situation 
applies if both economies are equal in size and if the domestic returns in each 
country fluctuate ex-post in step with changes in the (real) exchange rate. In this 
special case the risk premium equals zero but X and Y are generally not zero; 
open positions in foreign exchange are helpful in the contest of risk 
diversification and the non-zero covariances with the unexpected parts of the 
domestic rates return make foreign exchange risk acceptable at a non-zero price. 

II. Testable Implications 

Equation (3) in the preceding section relates the exchange risk premium to a 
weighted average of two covariance terms and the cumulated current account term. 
Since the risk premium cannot be observed in isolation, one has to embed one’s 
model for the risk premium in a testable specification for one or more observable 
variables. A useful framework connects changes in the current real exchange rate to 
either corresponding changes in the long-term equilibrium value of the real 
exchange rate or to changing perceptions of the speed with which the current real 
exchange rate approaches its long-term equilibrium. Let the long-term equilibrium 
real eschange rate be rr, . Agents hold homogeneous views on this long-term real 
exchange rate (‘the anchor’) and on the speed at which the current real eschange 
rate will move towards its long-term value (‘the rope’)-illuminating metaphors 
taken from Isard (1983) and Edwards (1983). 

We postulate that the difference between the log of the current real eschange rate 
and the log of its espected long-term value is a linear function of the differential 
between the two current FX-ante real interest rates on the one hand and the current 
assessment of the risk premium on the other.6 

The formulation in equation (4) is appropriate if agents expect both the real 
interest differential and the current risk premium to converge towards zero. We do 
not impose the restriction that the real interest rate differential and the risk 
premium disappear with the same speed. In our empirical analysis, we find some 
evidence for an effect of the variability of US interest rates on the risk premium and 
there is no apriori reason why such a risk factor would have to disappear over time 
at the same speed with which any current real interest differential converges 
towards zero.7 
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The relationship between the current real exchange rate, the real interest rate 
differential, the risk premium and the long-term real exchange rate must also hold 
in terms of the expectations of these four variables as held by economic agents 
during the period preceding period t. Rewriting equation (4) in terms of these 
expectations and subtracting, we obtain: 

(5) e, -r; = C; -KY,,+ A($, - 4;) -B[,E(r,,, -fi) -,_,E,E(e,+, -h)] 

+,Eer, -,_,Eer,, 

where ci represents the unexpected change in the current German price level. It 
may be advantageous in practical applications to define the current price level in 
this contest as the equilibrium value of the price level which corresponds to the 
current value of its macroeconomic determinants. Ply, represents the unexpected 
change in the US price level. Similarly, /cr represents the unanticipated change in 
the real rate of interest in the USA and tig stands for the unexpected change in the 
German real rate of interest. The remaining two terms in equation (5) refer to 
revisions of expected values. We may rewrite equation (5) in the following way: 

(6) e, - r’, = p;; - P;:i”r + A($, - J’;;) - Brp’” + d’; , 

with rp”’ representing news about the risk premium. 
Next we combine equation <G) with the general notion that spot rates differ 

from lagged forward rates due to a combination of news and risk: 

(7) c,+, -fr = (?,+I -4-I) +(4+, -fi). 

spot rate -lagged forward rate = news + risk 

If we shift equation (7) one period backwards in time and add it to equation (6), 
we obtain the following expression: 

(8) r,-f,_, = ~~--~,+A(r;‘!,--~;)-Brp;” +rp,_,+c/‘;, 

in which rp!_, is the lagged level of the risk premium. 
Equation (8) thus has the observable difference between the log of the current 

spot rate and the log of last period’s forward rate on the left-hand side and a 
combination of ‘news’ and ‘risk’ on the right-hand side. Note that changes in the 
risk premium, multiplied by B are one element in the ‘news’ of the current period. 
Since B is a positive constant, the unexpected change in the assessment of the risk 
premium and last period’s estimated risk premium have different signs in the 
expression for c, -f;_, . In our view this is one fundamental reason why it is so 
difficult to test empirically hypotheses about risk premia in the foreign exchange 
market. Formally, the situation where both the level and the first difference of an 
unobservable variable are important, but affect the dependent variable in different 
directions, is similar to the determination of share prices if we make the simplifying 
assumption that the shareholder gets his return in the form of capital gains. If the 
required real rate of return on a share is high, share prices may be expected to 
increase rapidly. If, however, the required real rate of return increases unexpectedly 
without a corresponding change in the expected stream of future earnings, current 
share prices have to fall. In the foreign exchange market, a high positive risk 
premium on our definition implies a weak dollar, because the dollar is expected to 
appreciate a little more each period than would be indicated by the forward 
premium. A low initial value of the dollar is then required. If the risk premium 
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increases unexpectedly the dollar has to depreciate further in order to reach its 
expected long-term equilibrium value on a rational espectations path. It follows 
that the expected value oft, -f,_, is positive if there is no change in the assessment 
of the risk premium, but the rs-post realizations may be strongly negative if there is 
a strong increase in the risk premium. If the empirical counterparts to the risk 

premium incorporate measurement errors or are included with inappropriate lags 
then statistical tests will be biased towards no rejection of the null hypothesis of a 
negligible risk premium. 

Next we link the dynamics of the price levels of both countries to movements in 
their respective inflation rates. From empirical test it appears that inflation has a 
unit root. Consequently we adopt the following lime-varying ARIiMA 
specifications: 

<9> AE,,&, = ~I,.J dc.,. - E;_, fiL..J = ~~.,(f’~., - E,-,f’J 

and 

&A, = 6,(/$>-E,_,$,,) = ~,,(p,,--E,_,P,) 

Now let us define Ic/,.(- = 1 /;‘c.Y and $,, = l/;‘,,. Th en, as is the case with univariate 
Box-Jenkins models, changes in the expected rate of inflation are seen to be 
directly proportional to unexpected movements in the price level: 

(10) c.~, = $ L..r AEj& 

and 

The time-varying character of this equation is implemented by using a so-called 
Multi-State Kalman Filter.” 

In addition to news regarding the domestic and foreign price levels, equation 
(8) also includes news about the domestic and foreign real rates of interest, news 
about the risk premium in the foreign exchange market and news about the future 
equilibrium value of the real exchange rate. From empirical tests it appears that 
interest rates follow approximately a random walk. Consequently we assume that 
news about interest rates can be adequately described by the first difference of i,., 
and in respectively. 

With respect to the determinants of the long-run equilibrium real exchange rate 
and the dynamics therein, very little is known. In a recent study, Huizinga (1987) 
did apply cointegration tests on real exchange rates and several macroeconomic 
variables and found very little evidence for the hypothesis that the long-run 
movements of the real exchange rate are restricted by the movements of other 
observable variables. Since the long-term ecuilibrium value of the real exchange 
rate is an unobservable variable, any assumptions regarding its stochastic behavior 
and its macroeconomic determinants have to be tested jointly with the other 
assumptions embedded in the exchange rate model. We hypothesize that the real 
exchange rate in future equilibrium is a function of the long-run differences in 
inflation and economic growth between the two countries.9 If rates of inflation and 
econonic growth converge over the long run, then the long-run value of the real 
exchange rate should correspond to purchasing power parity.iO However, if the 
long-run characteristics of the countries differ in important respects there may be 
persistent capital flows. In such a case, the real exchange rate would settle at a level 
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which would induce a long-run capital flow and a corresponding non-zero value 
for the current account. There is, however, no direct empirical evidence to bear on 
these assumptions regarding the determinants of the long-run real exchange rate. 
Also we do not know with what speed the real exchange rate moves towards its 
long-run equilibrium value. We therefore opt for a flexible specification in which 

the coefficients C and D are proportional to the ‘length’ of the ‘rope’ and the 
movements in the ‘anchor’: 

(11) A rr, = c(A,E~~, - AE~“) - D(A&& .( -A&Q +(I,. 

This implies that all movements in the equilibrium value of the real eschange rate 
are unexpected. 

Substitution of equations <lo> and (11) and some rearrangement gives: 

<12> r,-fi_, = A(A&-Ai,)+(-,4-D--_L.,)A,E,&., 

+(fl+D+II/,,)A,Ed,,+CA,E~,.,-CA,E~r, 

+rp_, -Brp”‘+~~. 

For convenience we assume that in each country the first differences of interest 
rates, expected inflation rates and expected economic growth are independent of 
each other. Statistical tests of this hypothesis show that the assumption of statistical 
independence does not need to be rejected for either country. It now remains to 
specify the causes of non-zero changes in qC,y and qD. In selecting the determinants of 
the espected return on the market portfolio, we follow Fama and Gibbons (1982) 
who found that the expected return on bonds and stocks is negatively correlated 
with expected inflation and positively correlated with real activity represented by 
the expected economic growth rates:” 

(13) & = E(qC-r, 4 J Ai,-, + E(q,., , pLJ A,-&$ .r 

+ E(qt r>yc.o A,% + lfg.c.s, 

and 

(14) Aq,, = E(qn, 4 Ai,, + E(q,, > p,,> 4 Ed,, 

+ E(q,, ,_vn> 4 Ej,, + ~‘~.n , 

where all E coefficients are elasticities. Unexpected rates of return decrease if 
interest rates or espected rates of inflation go up and increase or remain unchanged 
if the espected future rate of economic growth increases. 

The only variables of equation (12) that have not been dealt with so far in this 
section are the risk terms. In the preceding section we showed that cov(qu,, e,_,), 

cov(q,, cl+,) and We,+,) are the theoretical determinants of the risk premium. We 
get an espression for cov(q,,, t;+, ) and cov(q,,, r,+,) by multiplying expression (12) 
with expressions (13) and (14). We assume with this computation that the 
exogenous variables are not serially correlated. ia The resulting determinants of the 
risk premium in the foreign exchange market are: the variance of unexpected 
movements in US and German interest rates, the variance of unexpected 

movements in US and German inflation, and the variance of unexpected 
movements in US and German growth rates. In Table 1 we report the theoretical 
signs of the determinants of the risk premium. 

With these determinants of the risk premium we are able to estimate equation 
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TABLE 1. Theoretical signs of the 
determinants of the risk premium in 

equation for difference between log 
of the spot rate and the lagged 

forward rate. 

Var(Ai,,,) < 0 

\‘ar(A$,,) > 0 

Var(AjT,,) > 0 

Var(Ai,) > 0 

\‘ar(AF,) < 0 

Var(Ay;,) < 0 

Var(e) . (CC.-lsjW*) > 0 
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(12) empirically and to test the effects of changes in long-term real eschange rates, 
interest rates, inflation rates and risk premia on the observed difference between the 
spot rate and the lagged forward rate. 

III. Empirical Results 

In this section, the implications of the model derived in Section II are empirically 
tested using monthly data for the dollar-Dhl, dollar-pound and dollar-yen 
exchange rates for the period January 1976 to March 1986. We omitted four large 
outliers in the exchange rate data: October and November 1978 and March and 
April 1985. During the fall of 1978 the dollar was continuously depreciating despite 
actions by the monetary authorities to stop this depreciation. On November 1, the 
Federal Reserve Board announced a series of policy actions which led to a sharp rise 
in the value of the dollar. In early 1985, quite the opposite occurred. The Federal 
Reserve became increasingly concerned by the negative impact of an exceptionally 
strong dollar on manufacturing output, employment and profitability and began to 
ease aggressively, leading to a sharp drop in the exchange rate. 

With respect to the estimation we used the seemingly unrelated regressions 
procedure (SUR) since all exchange rates are bilateral exchange rates vb-h-vis the 
US dollar and we expect the exchange rate movements to be highly correlated. It is 
also known that exchange rates are characterized by periods of relative calm and 
turbulence so that exchange rate regressions typically exhibit conditional 
heteroskedasticity. We used White’s method (1980) to make the covariance matrix 
robust to heteroskedasticity.13 

In implementing our theoretical model, we have tried to incorporate in every 

equation the determinants of the long-run real exchange rate, the expected 
inflation differential and economic growth differential as well as the real interest 
rate differential between the United States and the other country. For econometric 
reasons we inserted the nominal interest rate and expected inflation separately. In 
addition to these factors, we have tested for all the determinants of the risk 
premium that follow from our model: the variance of the change in the short-term 
interest rate, the variance of the change in the expected inflation, the variance of the 
change in expected economic growth and the variance of the exchange rates times 
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T.ABLE 2. SL’R estimates for dollar-Dhl, dollar-pound and dollar-yen eschange rates. 
January 1976 to 5larch 1986. 

r-i’_, =f,,il,Ai/,,--i,)il?A(lj:,,--j’~)cyI~ar~A/,,)_, 

+x, var(A$,,) _, +rj(var;<). CC IB lb”*) _, TX(, DC,\L,\I\ 

I.21 -2.1- 
(ll_jll) (1.14) 

I .2j -2.1,ll 
(ll.j?) iI 3) 

-l.jj -l.jl* 

(Il.82) (I .‘2) 

-I 3(1 - I .-I’)’ 
(11.83) (I .6-) 

-il.-j -0.43 

(11.3ll) (lI,42) 

-,1.--t - 1 I.Jj 
(Cl..%I) (i I.-l.?) 

-, l.J_ 

(IW) 

-Il.-‘) 

!l.jl) 

-I .jll*- 

(2.-G) 

-1.45” 

(2.98) 

-l.jl* 

fl 83) 

- 1 .63* 

(I .9X) 

1.94” 

C2.96) 

1.61” 

:X4-) 

,,--x* 

;3.23) 

1.63” 

(Z.OlI) 

7.114” 

i2.811) 

1.97” 

(2.j-l) 

lJ.-6” I.7 11.11311 

(7.24) 

I). j2- I .69 I,.O3Cl 

(1.96) 

ll.j2* 6.18 I._2 iI.il3ll 

(l.‘l) (ILSI) 

I .6j II.1133 

5.3- I .6j II.033 
(il.?) 

T.ABLE 3. SL’R estimates for the dollar-Dhl, dollar-pound and dollar-yen eschange rates. 
Janunry 1976 to October 1979. 

t’-j‘-, = r,,+r, A(i,,,-i\)+~;(? A(Bbi-~;)-t~;~ar(A~,,,)_, 

+r,(var(A&,,)_, +z;(var(r). (Cc:18 It”*)_, 

-g.24++ --12.19** I .83 -ll.cl- 3.60** - 1.84 0.016 

(2.24) (5.26) (1.61) (0.82) (4.30) 

- I.39 --:.40** 0.57 9.66 -0.69 0.54 I.49 0.027 

(I 1.22) (2.73) (0.54) (0.45) (0.38) (0.87) 

- 13.55** -7.52* 2.96** 19.1’18 6.X* - 1.33 0.025 

(3.2’) (2.28) (2.90) (0.88) (1.7) 

the cumulated current account .14 This implies for each bilateral exchange rate a 
total of seven potential risk variables. The risk factors were modelled separately for 
each country since according to equation (3) the weights will differ. 

The empirical results are presented in Tables 2 to 4. Table 2 contains the full 
sample results. In Table 2 we also allow for a structural change in the relationship 
for the exchange rate during the final quarter of 1979, in view of the potentially 
important changes in the American monetary policy announced at that time. We 
inserted a dummy variable for November 1979 and all subsequent months.‘5 Tables 
3 and 4 contain estimates covering the two subperiods, January 1976 to October 
1979 and Sovember 1979 to March 1986. 
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TABLE 4. SUR estimates for dollar-D&l, dollar-pound and dollar-yen exchange rates. 
Sovember 1979 to March 1986. 

e -/‘_I = x,, + x, A@,,, -i,) +r? A(,&, -f,) +r, var(~i,,) -, 

+r, var(A,&)_, +rj(var(r). CC.;IB,‘W*)_, 

Rate %,I 22 %j D.W. s.e.e. 

Dollar-Dhl 6.79 4.70** -4.34** -0.57 1.34** - 1.60 0.033 
(1.16) (2.04) (2.13) (1 JO) (2.29) 

Dollar-pound 3.17 1.64 -2.16* - 1.27** 1.66** 0.56* 1.61 0.030 
(0.57) (0.99) (1.66) (2.97) (2.88) (1.77) 

Dollar-yen - 1.20 2.01 -2.53 -l,j'** 1.82** -- 1.-- 0.035 
(0.22) (0.67) (1.51) (2.32) (2.71) 

r-statistics are in parentheses. 
** =significant at 5 per cent confidence level. 

* =significant at 10 per cent confidence level 

Only contemporaneous values have been tested as news variables; one month 
lagged values for all risk factors. The presented tables contain the following 
explanatory variables: the change in the interest differential A(i,,, -i,); the change 
in the expected inflation differential, A($;-,r -8;); h t e variance of the change in the 
short-term US interest rate, var(Ai,.,) ; the variance of the change in the expected 
US inflation, var(A,&c,) ; and a constant, c. In addition to these variables the 

equation for the dollar-pound exchange rate contains the cumulated current 
account term, (var(e) . CCAB/W*). In the case of the dollar-DM and the dollar- 
yen exchange rate, neither the level nor the change in the current account term 
proved to be significant. 

A few things stand out from Table 2. News about expected inflation enters the 
equation with the correct sign, but is only significant at the 0.10 level in the case of 
the dollar-pound exchange rate. In Table 2, the variance of the change in espected 
US inflation is always significant at the 0.05 level, while the variance of the change 
in the short-term US interest rate is significant in the case of the dollar-pound at the 
0.05 level and in the case of the dollar-yen at the 0.10 level. The term for the current 
account term proves to be significant in the case of the dollar-pound exchange rate. 
A further interesting feature of the regressions reported in Table 2 is the presence 
of risk terms with both positive and negative signs suggesting an exchange risk 
premium which can change sign.r6 

The results in Tables 3 and 4 reveal a slightly different pattern. The constant 
term and the change in the interest differential change sign, being negative in the 
first subperiod and positive in the second subperiod, and thus reflecting the strong 
depreciation and the persistent appreciation in the subsequent subperiods. Another 
interesting feature is the significance of news about the inflation differential in the 
equation for the dollar-DXI during the 1979-86 period. Taken together, news 
about the nominal interest rate differential and news about the inflation differential 
reflect news about the real interest rate differential between the United States and 
Germany. l7 The variance of the change in the short-term US interest rate is 
statistically insignificant during the 1976-79 period but statistically significant 
during the 1979-86 period, while the variance of change in expected US inflation 
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T.IBLE 5. F-test on joint sig- 
nificance of news and risk factors. 

January 1976 to March 1986. 

Rate News Risk 

Dollar-DhI 
Dollar-pound 
Dollar-yen 

2.53* 2.45* 
1.75 3.0:** 
0.15 2.95* 

“*=Signiiicant at 5 per crnt confidence 
lcVcl.* 
* =Signlticaot a~ IO per cent contidcncc 
IWCI. 

only fails to be significant during the 1976-79 period in the case of the dollar- 
pound exchange rate. In order to test for the joint significance of the news factors 
and the risk factors over the full sample period, we used a standard F-test.‘” 

\S’e found the risk factors to be significant explanatory variables, for each of the 

reported currencies, causing the forward rate to deviate from the expected future 
spot rate. 

IV. Summary and Concluding Remarks 

This paper develops and empirically implements a model of the risk premium in the 
foreign eschange market. Previous portfolio balance models found very little direct 
empirical evidence for such a premium. However, most of these studies assumed 
constant conditional second moments and concentrated on variation in asset 
supplies as major sources of eschange risk. Recent work by Cumby and Obstfeld 
(1984) and by Giovannini and Jorion (1987) rejects the constancy of conditional 
covariances of exchange rate returns and argues that this restriction should be 
relaxed. In the present paper, we derive a model for the risk premium in which 
variation in covariances and variances is the major source of exchange risk. By 
specifying a real eschange rate framework we link changes in the risk premium to 
macroeconomic variables like interest rates and inflation rates. In empirically 
testing the model for the dollar-DIM, dollar-pound and dollar-yen exchange rates 
for the period January 1976 to March 1986, we find that at least two variables that 
follow directly from our theoretical model as determinants of the risk premium - 
the variance of changes in the short-term US interest rate and the variance of 
changes in the expected US inflation rate -are significant explanatory variables in 
regressions for the difference between the spot rate and the lagged forward rate. 

Furthermore, our analysis provides a theoretical framework to analyze the 
determinants of the exchange risk premium in economic terms. The economic 
interpretation of the model is straightforward and worth spelling out. If 
movements in the US interest rate are a major source of uncertainty and do affect 
real rates of return on domestic and foreign investments in the same direction, the 
required rate of return on these foreign holdings will be higher for US-based 
investors. The market provides the required rise in the real rates by pushing up the 
value of the dollar to a point where some further depreciation should be thought of 

as more likely than a further appreciation. Thus a strong dollar makes foreign 
investments more attractive to US-based investors, since they have the perspective 
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of some future appreciation of the value of their future holdings. According to our 
results this effect did play a role in the strong appreciation of the dollar since 1981. 
However, much more theoretical and empirical work is required before we can 
speak of risk premia in international investment with the same degree ofconfidence 
as in discussions of the risk-return relationship in national stock markets. 

e 

f 

Y 

P 

i 

CAB 

W 

Appendix: Data Sources and Computation of Exogenous Variables 

logarithm of the spot rate (end of period) price of one US dollar in D&I, pounds and 
yen. 
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 
logarithm of the l-month forward rate (end of period). 
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 
real gross national product. 
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 
consumer price index. 
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 

short-term interest rate (representative money market rates end of month). 
Source: World Financial Markets (Morgan Guaranty). 
current account balance. 
Source: International Financial Statistics. 
wealth approximated by gross national product. 
Source: International Financial Statistics, 

The data for the current account are available on a quarterly basis only. Monthly data were 
obtained by linear interpolation. These data were then cumulated from the beginning of 
1974 onwards. 

Monthly data for the wealth term were also obtained by linear interpolation. 

A circumflex * indicates a rate of growth, the superscript e an expected value. First 
differences are indicated by A. All expectations were derived with a Multi-State Kalman 
Filter, as explained in Kool (1982). 

The expressions for the variances were obtained by calculating the product of the first 
differences. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Notes 

See for instance Frankel (1986a, 1986b). 

During the past few years an extensive literature on risk premia in foreign exchange markets has 

appeared. We refer to Hansen and Hodrick (1983), Cosset (1984), Fama (1984), Hodrick and 

Srivastava (1984), Domowitz and Hakkio (1985). Korajczyk (1985). Levich (1985). and hfark 

(1985) for theoretical and empirical contributions to the literature. 
The model is inspired by Conroy and Rendleman (1983). 

This does not imply that investors are not faced with inflation uncertainty. Rates of return may 

vary due to changing perceptions of future inflation and covariances between asset returns and 

exchange rate movements may deviate systematically from zero because of the effect ofchanges in 

inflationary expectations on the domestic financial markets and on the exchange rate. 

See, for example, the survey article by Branson and Henderson (1985) in the Handbook of 

Intrrnutionul Economics. On the other hand, our model has no wealth effects of changes in the 

exchange rate on the domestic part of the portfolio. We refer to Frankel (1979b) for further 

discussions of the wealth effects, albeit in a context of purchasing power parity. 
See Frankel (1979a) and Edwards (1982) for models of exchange rate determination that are also 

based on real interest rate differentials. 

It follows that the real exchange rate must exhibit mean reversion. This proposition has recently 

obtained some empirical support. See, for instance, Frankel(1986b) and Huizinga (198’). Earlier 

studies that concentrated on shorter-term behavior of the real exchange rate were unable to reject 
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the hypothesis that exchange rates follow random walks. See, for instance, Roll (1979). Darby 

(1980). and Hakkio (1981). 

8. For descriptions of the hlulti-Stare Kalman filter, we refer to Bomhoff (1982). Bomhoff and 

Korteweg (1983), and Kool (1982). 

9. The empirical literature has taken only limited steps to endogenize the long-run real exchange 

rate. Examples are Hooper and Morton (1982). Lothian (1987), and Wolff (1987). 

IO. Adler and Dumas (1983) provide an extensive discussion about the validity of assuming 

purchasing power parity. 

11. See Fama and Schwert (19’7) and the references therein for evidence regarding the relationship 

ber\veen stock returns and unexpected inflation. Solnlk (1983) and Gultekin (1983) provide 

further international evidence. 

12. \Yith this derivation we must assume that unexpected movements in return on the market 

portfolio and unespeccted movements in the risk prrmlum in the foreign exchange market are 

uncorrelated. 
13, Evidence of hereroskedascicity \vas found for each of the reported currencies using a seventh- 

order autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticiry (.-\RCH) specification. 

l-1. I.ittlc is known about the stochastic behavior of second moments of macroeconomic variables. 

For example, are observed increases in volatility temporary or permanent? We measure the 

expected variances by substituting last period’s observed variance. Ideally. constrained estimation 

of time series models for all variances in the model should lead to appropriate expressions for the 

expected variances. See Pagan and L’llah (1986) for an econometric discussion of these and other 

issues arising in the econometrics of second moments. 

!j. See Frenkel (1986) for further discussion of the evidence regarding a structural shift not only in 
US monetary policy but also in relations between interest rates and exchange rates 

16. The evidence for the h!-pothesis that forward exchange rates incorporate time-varying risk 

premia implies that risk premia are highly volatile and that their sign changes often. In a recent 

article Stulz (196-) convincingly argues that existing models of asset pricing are unlikely to yield 

risk premia whose sign changes often. 

I-. The result that v.llue of the dollar was driven up by re:ll interest rate differentials confirms work 

by Engel and Frnnkcl (1984). 
18. One should be careful Lvith the interpretation of the F-test in case of heteroskedssticity. 
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